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Abstract
The garbage collection (GC) task of removing invalid pages due to insufficient free
space on the flash memory chip inside the SSD has a significant impact on SSD
performance. This GC operation is performed by the FTL, which is an internal firmware
of the SSD, so that it is impossible to know whether the SSD is garbage collected at the
operating system level. In this paper, we attempt to manage GC overhead at the operating
system level. In our approach, first, we use a machine learning technique to devise a GC
detecting mechanism at the operating system level, and second, we show that by making
use of this mechanism performance variance normally observed on SSDs can be reduced.
We develop a GC-detector that detects garbage collection of SSDs and request TRIM
operations to the SSD when GC is detected. Experimental results running the GC-detector
show increase average bandwidth and low performance variance compared to when not
using GC-detector.
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1. Introduction
Unlike hard disks, SSDs based on NAND flash memories are widely used in PCs and
mobile phones due to the fact that the physical movement of the head is unnecessary and
the input/output is fast and consumes less electricity. SSD has the above advantages, but it
is limited in data center because of higher price than hard disk. However, since the MLC
and TLC technologies, which store several bits in one cell, which is the smallest unit for
storing data of the flash memory, have been developed and the price has been lowered,
the usage rate is gradually increasing in the data center.
These SSDs cannot be overwritten, and the Flash Translation Layer (FTL) is required
for compatibility with the characteristics of NAND flash memory that can perform erase
operations on a block-by-block basis and the conventional block level interface. In order
to provide compatibility with the block level interface, the FTL performs firmware
management such as mapping table management, wear leveling, and so on. NAND flash
memory has a feature that cannot be overwritten, and it needs “erase before writing”
operation to update the data. This “erase before write” operation causes a lot of overhead,
and in order to reduce this overhead, FTL manages the mapping table to reduce this
overhead. In this process, an invalid page is created. When invalid pages are piled up and
the free space in the flash memory chip becomes insufficient, it is necessary to rearrange
the invalid pages and revert to the valid page in order to secure the storage space. This
process is called garbage collection.
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The garbage collection task takes a lot of overhead and the SSD does not perform I/O
operations properly, which reduces I/O speed. Figure 1 shows the SSD with continuous
writes and bandwidth measurements. Figure 1 shows the 4 bandwidth reduction due to
garbage collection. At the operating system level, when garbage collection occurs as
shown in Figure 1, it experiences a sudden drop in bandwidth. These results make it
difficult to provide QoS (Quality of Service) in the data center and cause problems such
as the inability to predict the real-time system response time [1-3].

Figure 1. Rapid Bandwidth Reduction Due to Garbage Collection
In order to solve the problem of garbage collection, studies have been conducted such
as reducing the influence of garbage collection by adjusting the over-provisioning space,
which is a reserved space allocated to the SSD, and improving the garbage collection
algorithm [1-3]. However, such a study is an attempt to make garbage collection efficient,
and at the operating system level, it does not address the abrupt bandwidth reduction that
occurs when garbage collection occurs. Therefore, it cannot be said that it solves the
problem of garbage collection completely.
This paper presents a method to reduce the impact on the operating system when
garbage collection occurs. To solve this problem, we first detected the garbage collection
task of the SSD at the operating system level. Since the garbage collection operation of
the SSD is performed by the SSD firmware, it is impossible to know accurately whether
garbage collection occurs at the operating system level. Therefore, we used a method of
predicting whether to perform garbage collection by analyzing the state information data
of the SSD that can be measured at the operating system level through a machine learning
algorithm. Machine learning algorithm is a method to obtain information through data. In
this study, we analyze the state information when garbage collection occurs and the state
information when garbage collection does not occur through machine learning algorithm,
and finally obtains information on garbage collection. In this paper, we use decision trees
among machine learning algorithms to predict the garbage collection of SSDs using C4.5
algorithm with fast prediction speed and low overhead [11, 12].
This paper is composed as follows. Chapter II, Background, discusses garbage
collection and machine learning algorithms. In Chapter III, the state information of the
SSD is collected and analyzed by the machine learning algorithm. In Chapter IV describes
the garbage collection detection for multiple SSDs, and the garbage collection detector for
sending TRIM jobs to the SSD for which garbage collection has been detected. In Chapter
V, we examine whether the garbage collection effect is reduced when the garbage
collection detector is applied. Finally, Chapter VI concludes the paper.

2. Related Works
2.1. Garbage Collection
SSDs require FTL for NAND flash memory characteristics and compatibility with
traditional block level interfaces. The NAND flash memory consists of a block of pages
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and several pages. In addition, NAND flash memory cannot overwrite data, and read /
write operations are performed in page units, and erase operations are performed in block
units. Both of these properties result in a large overhead when updating the page. For
example, to write different data to a page that stores valid data, you need to: First, the
page erase operation must be performed because overwriting is not possible [1, 2].

Figure 2. Rapid Bandwidth Reduction due to Garbage Collection
However, since the erase operation is performed on a block-by-block basis, it is
necessary to copy the valid pages in the block to another block, update the page, and copy
the copied page again. To solve this problem, the FTL uses a mapping table. When a
specific page is updated, after writing data to another page, the existing page is
invalidated and the mapping table is updated to reduce overhead due to the update. If
these operations continue, invalid pages will accumulate and the space inside the flash
memory chip will become insufficient. When data is written to the flash memory chip in
order to regain storage space, when the free space falls below a certain level, garbage
collection operation for collecting invalid pages occurs. Figure 2 shows the garbage
collection operation proceeds as follows.
(1) Select the victim block where garbage collection will occur.
(2) After selecting the block to move the valid page of the victim block, copies
the page to the selected block.
(3) Perform erase operation on the victim block.
Such an operation causes a large overhead in the SSD, resulting in a reduction in the
bandwidth of the write operation. This garbage collection operation will continue to occur
from the time garbage collection occurs, since the garbage collection operation recovers
invalid pages as much as necessary when a write operation is performed. Therefore, the
bandwidth of the write operation is continuously decreased from the time of garbage
collection at the operating system level. This problem can be solved by executing a TRIM
command to secure storage space inside the SSD [3].
2.2. Machine Learning
Machine learning algorithms are the task of obtaining concrete information through
data [4-6]. The machine learning algorithm proceeds in the following order.
(1) Collecting learning data
(2) Algorithm training phase
(3) Algorithm test step
(4) Application
Machine learning algorithms include instructional learning and non-learning learning.
Map learning is a method using labeled data. The collected data, such as the e-mail spam
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filtering system above, indicates whether or not the collected data is spam mail.
Algorithms for learning maps include decision trees, Naïve Bayes, and Neural networks.
Decision tree method is the most used technique [6].

Figure 3. Example of Decision Tree
The decision tree method constructs a decision tree through algorithm training with
learning data and classifies the data using a tree. Figure 3 is an example of a simple
decision tree that can be used for spam classification. The decision tree method has an
advantage that the classification result is easy to understand, the decision tree is applied
after the decision tree is generated, and the classification speed is fast because there are
not many operations. In this study, C4.5 algorithm is used to analyze garbage collection
situation and non-garbage collection situation [11-13].
Unsupervised learning uses unclassified learning data as opposed to map learning.
Clustering is one of the types of learning non-visuality. It generates new information by
judging similarity of data and grouping them. There is a K-Means algorithm that classifies
data into k similar clusters with a representative algorithm [12]. Although the K-Means
algorithm can classify data based on the similarity of unclassified data, it has a
disadvantage that the classification time is long due to a large number of operations
because it is necessary to obtain an average among respective data at the time of
classification.

3. Garbage Collection Detection
This chapter describes how to detect garbage collection of an SSD using a machine
learning algorithm. To detect garbage collection, we used the C4.5 algorithm of decision
trees. The order of these operations is very similar to the example of the email spam
filtering system mentioned in 2.2 Machine Learning Algorithm. First, the SSD
information that can be collected at the operating system level is collected as learning data
and the algorithm training step is performed to train the algorithm using the collected
learning data. In the algorithm test step, the accuracy of the classification method obtained
through the algorithm training step was evaluated. Finally, the garbage collection sensor
was developed and the results of the machine learning algorithm were applied.
3.1. Learning Data Collection
In order to collect the training data to train the algorithm, the disk state attributes
appearing in the operating system are collected while the disk is being written. FIO and
Filebench benchmark programs were used to generate SSD write requests [7, 8]. The FIO
benchmark was used to generate persistent write requests with the Micro benchmark. The
512K block random write was performed using the FIO benchmark. We also used the
Macro benchmark Filebench to generate a workload similar to the actual situation. We
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used the fileserver and varmail workloads where filebench write requests were most
common. Two benchmark tools, Filebench and FIO, were used to collect data for various
situations.
iostat was used to collect SSD status data in the event of a write request [9]. iostat is a
disk monitoring tool that measures various items such as storage input/output statistics in
real time. iostat provides a total of 17 attributes. We collected a total of 17 attributes in 1
second and then included the standard deviation of 50 cumulative values of each attribute
in the data. We removed unnecessary attributes among the 34 attributes collected during
this process.
First, the attributes related to CPU represent the CPU usage related to IO in the whole
system. This is not an attribute value related to each SSD, and since the SSD used in the
same system has the same value, it is not suitable for finding out whether each SSD is
garbage collected and is not included in the data. We also removed the property of
reading and writing bandwidth. The read operation does not affect the garbage collection,
and the bandwidth of the write operation is also affected by external factors such as block
size and does not represent the garbage collection situation. However, the standard
deviation of the bandwidth variation of the write operation was included in the data.

Figure 4. Architecture of OpenSSD
The data collected through the above method are applied to the learning of the machine
learning algorithm. Map learning classifies whether the data is A state or B state when X
data is input by learning algorithm by providing data on A state and B state. Since the
problem of SSD garbage collection detection is consistent with the above situation, map
learning is suitable for solving this problem. Therefore, the collected data was labeled as
the collected data under certain conditions (GC or non-GC). However, at the operating
system level, it was not possible to accurately determine whether garbage collection was
being performed using a commercial SSD. We use the OpenSSD to solve this problem
[10].
Figure 4 shows the OpenSSD that is an experimental board that can be directly
developed and applied to SSD firmware. OpenSSD's FTL can be modified and various
status information of the SSD can be checked at the operating system level. We modified
the FTL and applied it to OpenSSD to output the debugging code when garbage collection
occurred. This allows you to verify that garbage collection has been performed at the
operating system level when the debugging code is output. This information allowed us to
categorize the state of the data (GC or non-GC) collected via iostat. OpenSSD is
connected to the server via a UART cable and the modified FTL sends the debugging
code over the cable when garbage collection occurs.
3.2. Algorithm Training and Testing
In order to analyze the data collected in 3.1, C4.5 algorithm was applied to decision
trees during machine learning algorithm learning [11]. The C4.5 algorithm is one of the
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top 10 algorithms of data mining and has the advantage of being able to understand the
result quickly [6].
As a result of analyzing the collected data, it was found that the standard deviation
value of svctm among the N items classifies the situation where garbage collection occurs
and the situation where it does not. svctm represents the average processing time of I/O
requests being processed by the device. The standard deviation of svctm increases when
garbage collection occurs. It seems that the deviation of svctm in the processing of
garbage collection and write requests in SSD is increased.
In order to measure the accuracy of the trained algorithm, we collected the data in the
same way and applied the tree generated in the above procedure. As a result, the accuracy
was 99.66%. We also measured data using the FIO benchmark in SSD to see if it applies
to commercial SSDs. Figure 5 shows that garbage collection is detected at the point of
time when the bandwidth decreases.

Figure 5. Result of Garbage Collection Detection on Commercial SSD

4. SSD Garbage Collection Detector
Result of Garbage collection detection on commercial SSD. In this chapter, machine
learning is applied to the garbage collection to produce a garbage collection detector. The
Garbage Collection Detector is built with Python and detects whether all SSDs attached to
the system are garbage-collected in real time. If there is a detected SSD, TRIM command
is issued to secure the storage space inside the SSD.
We used open source pyC45 to apply the C4.5 algorithm to the garbage collection
detector [13]. pyC45 constructs XML decision trees through training data during training.
Next, we classify the data using XML decision tree in the algorithm test. The garbage
collection detector constructs a decision tree of each SSD connected to the server through
a learning process. Then, the svctm value of each SSD is measured every second, and the
standard deviation value of the last 50 values is applied to the decision tree to judge
whether or not the SSD is garbage collected. If an SSD that is judged to be garbage
collection is detected, it requests a TRIM command manually to the corresponding SSD.

Figure 6. Execution Process of TRIM Command
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The TRIM command is a command that sends information about files deleted from the
operating system to the SSD. When the SSD needs to secure the storage space inside the
flash memory, the data deleted from the operating system is actually deleted from the
flash memory, thereby securing the internal storage space of the flash memory [11]. The
detailed procedure is shown in Figure 6. As a result of the TRIM operation, the SSD will
free up storage space and will no longer perform garbage collection operations and will
have normal I/O speed.
SSDs require FTL for NAND flash memory characteristics and compatibility with
traditional block level interfaces. The NAND flash memory consists of a block

5. Experiment and Evaluation
In Chapter III, the garbage collection of the SSD is detected by the machine learning
algorithm. In Chapter IV, we implemented a garbage collection detector that collects
information on all SSDs connected to the server, detects garbage collection in real time,
and issues a TRIM command to the SSD that is being garbage collected. In this chapter,
we have experimented and evaluated whether the garbage collection effect was reduced
when the garbage collection detector was applied.
The experiment was performed in the Linux kernel 3.10.4 environment. The SSD used
in the experiment was Samsung 840 pro 128GB model. To collect learning data, we
executed a random write workload of the FIO benchmark and a fileserver workload of the
Filebench benchmark, varmail, to collect a total of 16,118 data. Using the collected
learning data, we created an XML-like decision tree through the learning process of
pyC45 and made it available to the garbage collection detector.
Experiments were conducted to measure the effects of garbage collection detectors.
After creating four partitions with 10GB, 20GB, 30GB, and 68GB capacities in the SSD,
We set up an automatic TRIM that allows the SSD to perform TRIMs during idle times.
Then, using the FIO benchmark's random write workload on a 68GB partition, we filled
in the partition and ran the capacity using the rm command. Partitions with the remaining
10GB, 20GB, and 30GB capacities were used to write workloads using the iozone
benchmark. In the above experiment environment, we created 4 different size partitions
and then repeatedly perform the write and erase operations so that the SSD has the
minimum idle time.

Figure 7. Before Applying the Garbage Collection Detector
This simulated the environment in which I/O requests come into the SSD from time to
time, like the data center. The first experiment measured the bandwidth of the SSD for
3000 seconds in an environment that did not perform the garbage collection detector, and
Figure 7 shows the result of the first experiment. In the first experiment, the average
bandwidth of the SSD was 449MB/s and two bandwidth reductions were observed. This
is due to garbage collection, reduced bandwidth, and automatic TRIM setting, so SSD
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bandwidth is expected to rise again due to the operating system executing the TRIM
command during idle time. The number of times the bandwidth has dropped below
400MB/s is 137, which means that it has been affected by garbage collection for at least
137 seconds for 3000 seconds. As a result, it was measured that the input/output is
performed on the SSD even when the automatic TRIM is set, and the effect of the garbage
collection is obtained when there is no idle time.

Figure 8. After Applying the Garbage Collection Detector
The second experiment measured the bandwidth of the SSD for 3000 seconds in an
environment that performed a garbage collection detector. As a result, the bandwidth as
shown in Figure 8 was measured. In the second experiment, the average bandwidth of
SSD was 462MB/s, which was 13MB/s higher than the first experiment. The second
experiment also showed two bandwidth reduction phenomena like the first experiment.
However, in the first experiment, the time with a bandwidth of less than 400MB/s is 137
seconds, whereas in the second experiment, the time with a bandwidth of 400MB/s or less
is measured as 66 seconds. It can be concluded that the garbage collection detector
reduces the impact of garbage collection by receiving less than 52% garbage collection
effects than when the first garbage collection detector was not run.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we have detected garbage collection of SSDs using SSD state
information and machine learning algorithms that can be observed at the operating system
level. Also, the TRIM command is executed on the detected SSD to secure the storage
space of the SSD, thereby reducing the influence of the garbage collection. As a result,
bandwidth reduction caused by garbage collection is mitigated and average bandwidth of
SSD is increased.
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